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But as climate scientists face this alarming reality, the climate models that help them project the
future have grown a little too alarmist. Many of the world's leading models are now projecting ...
Climate panel confronts implausibly hot models
Before starting the new venture, Chen ran a toy export business in downtown Taizhou. Born and
raised in Wuyantou, he is happy to see the revival in his home area. While he still had some clients
for ...
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Determined villagers embark on new ventures
SINGAPORE - As Singaporeans live longer and the rate of chronic diseases increases, the country
will need more nurses who can attend to patients at home and in neighbourhoods.. Read more at ...
Acute need for help in long-term care and community hospitals
To avoid the use of paper in Parliament, the Parliamentary Commission in 2013 approved a
proposal to purchase tablets for all MPs in the 9th Parliament, which tradition has been maintained
to date.
Parliament spends sh2b on procurement of iPads
An inter-ministerial committee constituted by Prime Minister Robinah Nabbanja to review the
flooding situation in Kasese district has suggested that Kilembe Mines Ltd reverts to the Ministry of
Energy ...
Inter-ministerial committee moves to tackle flood disasters in Kasese
After divorce and the death of his son, Terry Aston began drawing, before deciding to pose for an
art class himself. It provided a new insight into how other people see him ...
A new start after 60: ‘I had retreated into myself – then I became a life model at 64’
A new Mean Sea Surface (MSS) model called Shandong University of Science and Technology
Antarctic Mean Sea Surface model (SDUST_ANT MSS) in the Antarctic Ocean is presented and
validated in this paper ...
Construction of the Mean Sea Surface Model Combined HY-2A With DTU18 MSS in the
Antarctic Ocean
Their data show HMGB1 secretion as a readout of astrocytic pathology and emphasize the
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important role of astrocytes in tauopathies,” Kenneth Kosik, University of California, Santa Barbara,
told ...
Astrocytes Are Just Dying to Spread Tau
Calls for ‘radical new approach’ to reduce disability employment gap - MPs said disabled people
were considerably less likely to be in employment than non-disabled people and still faced
‘unacceptable ...
Calls for ‘radical new approach’ to reduce disability employment gap
McKinley Paper Co. officials want to increase the mill’s workforce to 200 by about Labor Day, hoping
to hire about 20 more employees in a move that would nearly double the number of employees
compared ...
McKinley Paper Co. tells of successes
Every civilisation and culture have had their almanacs — a yearly book with information about the
movements of planets, solar, lunar phases, etc. But Ben Franklin’s Almanack had much more... “I
love ...
US President Ben Franklin published an annual almanac — mixing science, superstition &
wit
The Kiambaa by-election offers a predictive insight into next year’s General Election. Poor
independent voter education contributed to low turn-out.
Kioni and Kaluma’s bid could make coming polls an auction
Legalizing marijuana is not a one-size-fits-all process for states. Some cautious states are choosing
to only legalize medicinally, while their neighbors leap at the opportunity to go full rec. Some ...
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Looking good on paper
Inside the glamorous public life and shocking private world of Howard Rubin — accused of beating
up women in his secret sex lair.
George Soros’ right-hand man was accused of BDSM crimes in his sex dungeon
How artists are exploring our essential relationship with food to defy prejudice, mark history and
nurture connections ...
How artists have interpreted the presence and absence of food across the ages
Concerns about the current drought in northern states and the high demand for ag commodities
has led markets to increase for corn and soybeans. The potential risks and rewards of that current
market ...
Drought's role in markets highlighted in ag conference
Chemical engineer Michelle O’Malley again recognized for her highly innovative research ...
Risk Yields Reward
Robinhood had a rough start on Wall Street Thursday, falling sharply in its Nasdaq debut after the
fast-growing online trading app raised $1.9 billion in an initial public offering.
Fast-growing but controversial, Robinhood falls in Nasdaq debut
A significant migration from paper currency to digital means of payment will take place in the next
few years, according to João Manoel Pinho de Mello, a director of the Central Bank of Brazil (BCB).
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